
Figure 1. Intention gap and subtopic mining. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes our subtopic mining system for the NTCIR-9 
INTENT task. We propose a method that mines subtopics for each 
topic only using the given Chinese query log. Our method finds 
possible subtopics and estimates scores of them based on interest 
and clearness. In the Chinese subtopic mining, our best values of 
D#-nDCG were 0.3823 for l = 10, 0.4413 for l = 20 and 0.4241 
for l = 30. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
An intention gap is a discrepancy between a user’s search intent 

and a query. Because of the intention gap, to clearly express users’ 
search intents in keywords is not trivial for them. This situation 
brings about short and vague queries that are ambiguous and 
broad. If queries are ambiguous, users may seek for different 
senses, and if queries are broad, users may get interested in 
different aspects. 

As one of the solutions for these problems, there is subtopic 
mining that mines users’ underlying subtopics of a topic (or 
query). Subtopics are senses of a topic and aspects of each sense. 
If a topic is “windows,” senses are “Microsoft Windows” and 
“house windows,” and aspects of “Microsoft Windows” are 
“Windows7” and “Windows update.” Subtopic mining is useful to 
improve the results of various search scenarios like result 
diversification and query suggestion (Figure 1). 

The related approaches of subtopic mining are query expansion, 
term selection, query suggestion and term disambiguation. In the 
query expansion approach, Xu, Croft [1], Lam-Adesina and Jones 
[2] found keywords from top-ranked documents retrieved by the 
initial query. In the term selection approach, Carpineto et al. [3] 

selected keywords that maximized the divergence between 
language model defined by top-ranked documents and that 
defined by entire documents. In the query suggestion approach, 
Huang et al. [4] selected query pairs that frequently co-occur in 
same search sessions, and Beeferman, Berger [5] and Baeza-Yates 
et al. [6] found similar queries which share a large number of 
clicked URLs from click-through data. In the term disambiguation 
approach, Sanderson [7] and Song et al. [8] extracted term lists 
from Wikipedia disambiguation pages. 

This paper describes our subtopic mining system for the 
NTCIR-9 INTENT task. We propose a method that mines 
subtopics for each topic from the given Chinese query log 
(SogouQ). We do not use any document collections, commercial 
search engines and other resources. The proposed method finds 
possible subtopics and estimates scores of them based on interest 
and clearness. A description of the proposed method is given in 
Section 2. Our results are given in Section 3. Section 4 discusses 
the results and concludes this paper. 

2. METHOD 
2.1 Overview 

Our method consisted of three steps. The first step was to refine 
the query log because there were unnecessary fields and 
characters. The second step was to find possible subtopics which 
would appear fully or partially in the refined query log. The final 
step was to estimate scores of subtopics using some assumptions 
for the interest and clearness of them. 

2.2 Refinement of Data 
The query log data SogouQ includes session IDs, queries, 

clicked URLs, click-sequences for the clicked URLs within the 
session, date/time and ranks in the result lists. Our method does 
not need the data for date/time and ranks. If the value of the click-
sequence is not 1 or 2, this data line is not useful in the proposed 
method. Therefore, we deleted the fields of date/time and ranks 
from the original query log, and remained the data lines whose 
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Figure 3. The sample of KLE-S-C-1 for  (red wine). 

0005;0;  (red wine mask);1;0.0722393652;Run1 

0005;0;  (red wine knowledge); 
2;0.0241642789;Run1 

0005;0;  (French red wine);3;0.0221489971;Run1 

0005;0;  (red wine mask Watson); 
4;0.0181470869;Run1 

0005;0;  (homemade red wine mask); 
5;0.0121776504;Run1 

click-sequences are 1 or 2. We also removed unnecessary 
characters like ‘(,’ ‘),’ ‘{,’ ‘},’ ‘[,’ ‘],’ ‘_,’ ‘+’ and the white space 
from the query log. 

2.3 Finding Possible Subtopics 
We found possible subtopics for each topic. First of all, we 

divided the topic into bigrams. If the query in the refined query 
log matched up to all bigrams of the topic and was not same to the 
topic, we considered the query as the possible subtopic. We called 
the type of this subtopic the full-match-subtopic. If the query 
matched up to the front bigram of the topic, we extracted the text 
string that appeared before this front bigram from the query and 
attached the extracted text string to the front of the topic. We 
called the type of this generated subtopic the front-match-subtopic. 
If the query matched up to the back bigram of the topic, we 
extracted the text string that appeared after this back bigram from 
the query and attached the extracted text string to the back of the 
topic. We called the type of this generated subtopic the back-
match-subtopic (Figure 2). 

2.4 Estimating Scores of Subtopics 
We estimated scores of the found subtopics using some 

equations based on interest and clearness. There were two 
assumptions. The first assumption was that a score of a subtopic 
increased by the interest. The interest was measured by the 
frequency of the subtopic that had a different session ID. The 
second assumption was that a score of a subtopic increased by the 
clearness which was measured by distinct clicked URLs that 
satisfied the click-sequence 1 or 2. 

From the first assumption, we defined the interest factor 
equation (Int) and the interest score equation (IS) as: 

���(�) = � ∑ #�	
�
�∈�
#��
 , �� � ∈ ������ �� � ∈ �����
#���       , ��ℎ"�$%�"                       ,    (1) 

��(�) = ���(�)∑ ���(&)'∈*+--  ,                           (2) 

where s is a subtopic of the given topic; Sall is a set of all subtopics 
of the given topic; Sfront is a set of the front-match-subtopics; Sback 
is a set of the back-match-subtopics; IDs is a set of session IDs for 
the subtopic s; OQs is a set of original queries in the refined query 
log for the subtopic s; #IDs is the number of elements in IDs and 
#OQs is the number of elements in OQs. In (1) and (2), we got the 

interest factors for each type of subtopics and normalized the 
scores. If the value of IS for some subtopic is smaller than 2, we 
deleted the subtopic from the results. 

From the second assumption, we defined the ambiguity factor 
equation (Amb) and the clearness score equation (CS) as: 

./0(�) = � ∑ #123
�
�∈�
#��
 , �� � ∈ ������ �� � ∈ �����
#456�       , ��ℎ"�$%�"                       , (3) 

7�(�) = 8 9:�(�)⁄∑ (8 9:�(&)⁄ )'∈*+--  ,                     (4) 

where URLs is a set of clicked URLs that satisfied the click-
sequence 1 or 2 for the subtopic s and #URLs is the number of 
elements in URLs. We got the ambiguity factors for each type of 
subtopics from (3). In (4), we considered the reciprocal number of 
the ambiguity factor as the clearness factor and normalized the 
scores. 

To combine the interest score and the clearness score, we 
defined the subtopic score equation (Score) as: 

�;��"(�) = <��(�) + (1 − <)7�(�) ,              (5) 

where ��and 1- � are weights for equations. 

3. RESULT  
3.1 Overview 

We mined subtopics for 100 Chinese topics. We used only the 
given query log data SogouQ that was one-month queries and 
click-through data in 2008. Our run names were “KLE-S-C-1,” 
“KLE-S-C-2” and “KLE-S-C-3.” We got 6,256 subtopics for 96 
topics and estimated scores of these subtopics through changing 
weights for the proposed equations (Figure 3). The ��of KLE-S-C-
1 was 0.7, the ��of KLE-S-C-2 was 0.5 and the ��of KLE-S-C-3 
was 0.3.  

3.2 Chinese Subtopic Mining Results 
To evaluate the result, we used I-rec which measured diversity, 

D-nDCG which measured overall relevance across intents, and 
D#-nDCG which was a simple average of I-rec and D-nDCG [9, 
10]. The D#-nDCG@10 values of KLE-S-C-1, KLE-S-C-2 and 
KLE-S-C-3 were 0.3814, 0.3813 and 0.3823 respectively (Table 
1). The D#-nDCG@20 values were 0.4385, 0.4386 and 0.4413 
(Table 2). The D#-nDCG@30 values were 0.4239, 0.4241 and 
0.4226 (Table 3). Our best values of D#-nDCG@10, D#-

Figure 2. Examples of possible subtopics. 
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nDCG@20 and D#-nDCG@30 were 0.3823 of KLE-S-C-3, 
0.4413 of KLE-S-C-3 and 0.4241 of KLE-S-C-2 respectively [10]. 

Table 1. The mean intent recall, D-nDCG and D#-nDCG 
values for l = 10 for three runs 

Run I-rec@10 D-nDCG@10 D#-nDCG@10 

KLE-S-C-1 0.3162 0.4466 0.3814 

KLE-S-C-2 0.3162 0.4464 0.3813 

KLE-S-C-3 0.3185 0.4461 0.3823 
 

Table 2. The mean intent recall, D-nDCG and D#-nDCG 
values for l = 20 for three runs 

Run I-rec@20 D-nDCG@20 D#-nDCG@20 

KLE-S-C-1 0.4443 0.4326 0.4385 

KLE-S-C-2 0.4443 0.4329 0.4386 

KLE-S-C-3 0.4482 0.4344 0.4413 
 

Table 3. The mean intent recall, D-nDCG and D#-nDCG 
values for l = 30 for three runs 

Run I-rec@30 D-nDCG@30 D#-nDCG@30 

KLE-S-C-1 0.4769 0.3709 0.4239 

KLE-S-C-2 0.4769 0.3712 0.4241 

KLE-S-C-3 0.4776 0.3677 0.4226 
 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
This paper proposed a method that mined subtopics from the 

query log using the interest score and the clearness score. In the 
Chinese subtopic mining, our best values of D#-nDCG were 
0.3823 for l = 10, 0.4413 for l = 20 and 0.4241 for l = 30. The 
clearness score was more useful than the interest score in the task 
because KLE-S-C-3 which had a high-weight for the clearness 
score was the best of our runs for l = 10 and 20. 

However, the evaluated values were too low. There were few 
full-match-subtopics for the given topics. Furthermore, we could 
not mine any subtopics for (porridge diet), 
(Zodiac origin), (Arbor Day origin) and 
(Zhang Han Yun) in 100 Chinese topics. Although the number of 
ideal subtopics in the task was 10,000, we just mined 6,256 
subtopics. The reasons of these problems were limited resources 
and the simple method that generated subtopics and estimated 
scores of the subtopics. Therefore, to overcome the data 
sparseness problem and the simple algorithm, we will use various 
resources or other query logs that were collected long-period, and 
have a full study about subtopic mining. 
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